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SUMMARY

We propose two-dimensional central finite volume methods based on our multidimensional extensions of
Nessyahu and Tadmor’s one-dimensional non-oscillatory central scheme and a constrained transport-type
method to solve ideal magnetohydrodynamic problems (MHD) and shallow water magnetohydrodynamic
problems (SMHD). The main numerical scheme is second-order accurate both in space and time and uses
an original Cartesian grid coupled to a Cartesian- or diamond-staggered dual grid to by-pass the resolution
of the Riemann problems at the cell interfaces. To treat the non-vanishing magnetic field/flux divergence
we have constructed an adaptation of Evans and Hawley’s constrained transport method specifically
designed for central schemes. Our numerical results show the efficiency and the potential of the scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since their first appearance in 1990, non-oscillatory central schemes [1] continuously gained in
popularity for multiple reasons. Multidimensional extensions on Cartesian or unstructured grids
were proposed [2–6] ever since for solving hyperbolic problems. In this paper we use a family of
second-order accurate central schemes to solve ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) and shallow
water magnetohydrodynamic problems (SMHD). Usually most numerical schemes fail to satisfy
the zero divergence magnetic field/flux property of the analytic solution, which may produce, as
is shown in [7], non-physical waves, instabilities, and negative densities or pressures. In order to
satisfy this constraint in the case of the MHD equations, several approaches have already been
proposed since the early eighties. Brackbill and Barnes [7] proposed the ‘projection scheme’ to
satisfy the ∇ ·B=0 constraint. The method involves the resolution of a Poisson equation. This
elegant approach is easy to understand, the non-obvious part of it being the implementation of
the boundary conditions for the magnetic field components when non-trivial physical boundaries
apply. Although one might observe that the resolution of Poisson’s equation at each time step is a
somewhat time-consuming process, which slows down the computations, the method is robust and
gives very good results. Recently, this method was coupled to central schemes to solve ideal MHD
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156 R. TOUMA AND P. ARMINJON

problems [8]. Another interesting approach to satisfy the magnetic physical constraint is Powell’s
‘eight wave formulation’. Powell [9] and Powell et al. [10, 11] developed a Roe-type Riemann
solver, using an 8-equation non-conservative form of the MHD equations and an upwind scheme,
for solving ideal MHD problems (where the eighth wave is associated with the propagation of
divB). This method, which proved to be numerically robust, allowed the resolution of several
previously unsolved problems. Another interesting approach to ensure a solenoidal magnetic field
is the constrained transport method (CT) proposed by Evans and Hawley [12], which was first
presented for finite difference schemes. In its original form, the CT approach consists in using a
staggered magnetic field (usually obtained by linear interpolation), and ensures a zero-divergence
magnetic field when the divergence operator is discretized with the staggered magnetic field
components. Several extensions of this method were later presented by Dai and Woodward [13],
Balsara and Spicer [14], Ryu et al. [15], and Ziegler [16]. Tóth [17] has presented an adaptation of
the CT method to centered difference schemes; he also showed that the staggered magnetic field
can be avoided and the CT approach can be simply written without any staggering of the magnetic
field. Now for central schemes, which rest on the use of two dual-staggered grids, direct use of
this approach was not possible; in [18], we have presented a new CT approach for central schemes
(‘CTCS’) in the case of diamond dual cells. In contrast to [16], we built our new CTCS approach
in a formulation which does not require any staggering of the collocation points of the magnetic
field. The numerical experiments we presented in [18] compare very well with those appearing in
the literature, thus confirming the high potential and the robustness of the method. In this paper, we
use our new extension of this procedure to the case of Cartesian dual cell central schemes, adapt
it to the SMHD equations, and apply this to several more challenging new test cases arising in
MHD and SMHD. We also present a comparison between the results obtained using our previous
CTCS method (in [18]) and those we obtain using the new method considered in this paper.

2. IDEAL MHD EQUATIONS

We consider in this paper the Ideal MHD equations written in their conservation form as:
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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�e

B
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⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+∇ ·

⎡
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vB−Bv
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=0 (1)

� denotes the mass density, v is the velocity of the flow, B is the magnetic field, and e is the total
energy per unit mass. The thermal pressure is computed from an ideal gas equation of state,

p= (�−1)(�e− 1
2�|v|2 − 1

2 |B|2),

where � denotes the ratio of specific heats. The ideal MHD system is a hyperbolic system that
features a set of eight real eigenvalues and a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors.
For a detailed study of the ideal MHD system the interested reader is referred to [19].

Gilman [20] used the SMHD equations to model the dynamics of the solar tachocline. The
SMHD system is obtained by integrating the three-dimensional ideal MHD system in the vertical
direction (z-direction) and by assuming that the mass density is constant, the magnetohydrostatic
pressure is constant at the surface, and the equation for the magnetohydrostatic balance is satisfied,
i.e. (�/�z)(p+(�/2)|B|2)=−�g.
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Under these conditions the SMHD system becomes:

�
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0
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⎥⎦ , (2)

where h is the water height, u is the velocity field, hB represents the magnetic flux. g>0 is
the gravitational constant and b denotes the bottom topography function. Entries of the matrix
Bu in Equations (1) and (2) are (Bu)i j =ui B j . In this work we restrict ourselves to the case
of a non-variable bottom topography so that the right-hand side of the system (2) vanishes and
the resulting SMHD system is a purely hyperbolic system with real eigenvalues and linearly
independent eigenvectors. In two space dimensions the SMHD system �t u+�x f +�y g =0 reads
as follows:
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, (3)

where p̃= 1
2 gh2 is the hydrodynamic pressure. System (3) is strictly hyperbolic and the eigenvalues

of the Jacobian matrix � f /�u are u1 ±cg and u1 ± B1 with cg =
√

B2
1 +gh. The eigenvalues of the

Jacobian matrices � f /�u and �g/�u represent the wave speeds and are needed to determine the
appropriate time step of the numerical scheme. For a detailed description of the SMHD model,
one is referred to [20].

The analytic solution of the MHD/SMHD system satisfies a divergence-free magnetic field
property; because of the accumulation of numerical errors (round-off and truncation errors), the
numerical solution usually fails to satisfy this property and thus instabilities and non-physical
waves may arise and moreover the MHD/SMHD system may loose its hyperbolicity property.

3. CENTRAL SCHEMES

We are interested in numerical central schemes for solving the ideal MHD and SMHD systems. We
shall give a brief review of the original Nessyahu–Tadmor one-dimensional central scheme (NT
[1]) and of two two-dimensional extensions using diamond or Cartesian-staggered dual cells. Both
schemes are second-order accurate in the case of smooth solutions. It was shown in a previous
work [21] that in the two-dimensional case, the diamond-staggered dual cell scheme is slightly
more accurate than the Cartesian-staggered dual cell scheme. This may be explained by the fact
that the area of the diamond dual cells is smaller than the area of the Cartesian dual cells, so that
the resolution is better in the diamond-cell case. The advantage of the Cartesian dual scheme is that
one set of numerical solution must be computed at each odd time-step while for the diamond dual
cell scheme two sets are required, which slows down the computations. Both schemes are second-
order accurate and are non-oscillatory thanks to van Leer’s MUSCL-type limiters. A comparison
between the diamond and the Cartesian dual cell schemes is presented in [21], where several
problems in aerodynamics are considered. In this paper, we shall compare the numerical results
for ideal MHD problems obtained using both versions of these two-dimensional central schemes.
We shall also see that (at least for the problems considered in this paper), if one does not apply
the CTCS divergence treatment, contrary to several other schemes, our central schemes do not
break down due to numerical instabilities; however if one seeks a solenoidal magnetic field, the
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158 R. TOUMA AND P. ARMINJON

Figure 1. The resolution of Riemann problems at cell interfaces is avoided when
alternating from original to staggered grid.

CTCS procedure we supply in this paper should be applied, and will lead to divergence values
that remain within the 10−12 threshold.

3.1. One-dimensional NT central scheme

We consider the initial value problem:

ut + f (u)x = 0,

u(x, t =0) = uo(x).
(4)

The NT [1] scheme is based on the staggered Lax–Friedrichs scheme (thus avoiding the resolution
of the Riemann problems at the cell interfaces) and uses a piecewise linear reconstruction of the
piecewise constant solution obtained at the previous time step, on the cells of the computational
domain as shown in Figure 1:

u(x, tn)= Li (x, tn)=un
i +(x −xi )

u′
i

�x
, x ∈Ci (5)

where

u′
i = (un

i )′ ∼=h
�
�x

u(x, tn)|x=xi +O(�x2) (6)

approximates the slope to first-order accuracy; this leads to second-order spatial accuracy. Second-
order temporal accuracy is obtained thanks to a predictor–corrector step. The solution at time tn+1

is computed on staggered cells as follows:

un+1
i+1/2 = 1

2 (un
i+1 +un

i )+ 1
8 ((un

i )′−(un
i+1)′)− �t

�x
( f (un+1/2

i+1 )− f (un+1/2
i )) (7)

In practice, we must limit the slopes to avoid oscillations; a good choice is often provided by van
Leer’s ‘Monotonized Central-Difference limiter’ (MC- � limiter):

(un
i )′ =Minmod{��un

i+1/2,
1
2 (un

i+1 −un
i−1),��un

i−1/2}
For a complete description of the (NT) scheme consult [1].

3.2. Two-dimensional extension of the NT scheme (diamond dual cells)

The NT scheme was extended to two space dimensions for structured [3, 6] and unstructured
[2, 4, 22] grids. In a previous paper [18], we have presented a two-dimensional extension of the
NT scheme where the original cells for the solution at time tn are Cartesian, while at time tn+1,
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Figure 2. (Left) Square cell centers denoted by ‘◦’, dual oblique cells (dotted or dashed); (Right) original
cells Ci, j ,Ci+1, j and the dual cell Di+1/2, j .

the solution is computed on the staggered diamond dual cells as is shown in Figure 2. A brief
discussion of the method follows.

Let us consider a two-dimensional hyperbolic system of conservation laws

ut +∇ · F ≡ut + fx +gy =0 (8)

with the initial condition u(x, y,0)=u0(x, y). We consider for our computational domain a uniform
rectangular grid with M2 square cells. Starting from the original Cartesian grid with cells Ci, j at
time tn , we alternate to the diamond dual cells Di+1/2, j and Di, j+1/2 at time tn+1, and return
back to the original cell Ci, j of the original structured grid at time tn+2 as is shown in Figure 2.

Let �x =�y =h = xi+1/2 −xi−1/2 denote the mesh size, and ai, j (xi , y j )= (ih, jh),0�i, j�M ,
denote the nodes of the first grid. For any arbitrary node ai, j we consider the corresponding finite
volume cell Ci, j for the first grid to be the square centered at ai, j with sides parallel to the axes
as in Figure 2. There are two cases for the diamond dual cells, depending on whether the axis
joining the two nodes of the original grid used to define the diamond cell is parallel to the x-axis
or to the y-axis. In Figure 2 the dual cell Di+1/2, j is the quadrilateral ai, j Tai+1, j B with center m.
The nodes of the staggered grid are the centroids of the diamond cells. Let un

i, j
∼=u(ai, j , tn) and

un+1
i+1/2, j

∼=u(m, tn+1) denote the average values in the first and second grid at time tn and tn+1,

respectively. Performing the first time step gives un+1
i+1/2, j and un+1

i, j+1/2, while the cell values un+2
i, j

are obtained at the end of the second time step. The solution at time tn+1 in the dual cell Di+1/2, j
is computed as follows:

un+1
Di+1/2, j

= 1

2
(un

i, j +un
i+1, j )+

1

6
(ulim

i, j;x −ulim
i+1, j;x )− �t

h
[(− f n+1/2

a+−
i, j

− f n+1/2
a+−

i, j
)

+( f n+1/2
a−−

i+1, j
−gn+1/2

a−−
i+1, j

)+( f n+1/2
a−+

i+1, j
+gn+1/2

a−+
i+1, j

)+(− f n+1/2
a++

i, j
+gn+1/2

a++
i, j

)]

where ∇ulim = (ulim
x /�x,ulim

y /�y) is the limited numerical gradient used in the cellwise piecewise

linear reconstruction; the values of the flux at midpoints at time tn+1/2 are computed using (8)
and an explicit Euler time discretization. For a complete description of this numerical scheme,
see [18].

3.3. Two-dimensional extension of the NT scheme (cartesian dual cells)

In 1995, Arminjon et al. [3] presented a two-dimensional extension of the (one-dimensional) NT
scheme for Cartesian-staggered dual cells. The original Cartesian cells Ci j are the squares centered
at nodes (xi , y j ) and the dual cells Di+1/2, j+1/2 are also squares centered at nodes (xi+1/2, y j+1/2).
The geometry of the scheme is shown in Figure 3. Here we give a brief review of the numerical
scheme; for a complete description of the method, one is referred to [3, 6, 8]. We suppose that the
solution is given at time tn on the original cells Cij; to compute the solution at time tn+1 on the
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Figure 3. Four Cartesian cells of the original grid and a staggered dual cell (dashed boundary).

dual cells, we proceed as follows:
We integrate Equation (8) on the domain Di+1/2, j+1/2×[tn, tn+1]:∫ tn+1

tn

∫ ∫
Di+1/2, j+1/2

ut dA dt =−
∫ tn+1

tn

∫ ∫
Di+1/2, j+1/2

(∇ · F)dA dt (9)

and then we apply Green’s theorem,∫ ∫
Di+1/2, j+1/2

u(x, y, tn+1)dA =
∫ ∫

Di+1/2, j+1/2

u(x, y, tn)dA

−
∫ tn+1

tn

∮
�Di+1/2, j+1/2

( f nx +gny)d�dt (10)

where −→n = (nx ,ny) is the unit outward normal vector to the boundary of the diamond cell
�Di+1/2, j+1/2.

The left-hand side of (10) defines the value A(Di+1/2, j+1/2)un+1
i+1/2, j+1/2.

(A(Di+1/2, j+1/2) denotes the area of the dual cell). The first integral in the right-hand side of
(10) is approximated to second order by∫ ∫

Di+1/2, j+1/2

u(x, y, tn)dA 
 u

(
xi+�x

4
, y j + �y

4
, tn
)
A(Di+1/2, j+1/2∩Ci, j )

+u

(
xi+1−�x

4
, y j + �y

4
, tn
)
A(Di+1/2, j+1/2∩Ci+1, j )

+u

(
xi+�x

4
, y j+1 − �y

4
, tn
)
A(Di+1/2, j+1/2∩Ci, j+1)

+u

(
xi+1−�x

4
, y j+1 − �y

4
, tn
)
A(Di+1/2, j+1/2∩Ci+1, j+1) (11)

Applying van Leer’s piecewise linear interpolants will guarantee second-order accuracy and
preserve the monotonicity. Equation (11) is then approximated as follows:∫ ∫

Di+1/2, j+1/2

u(x, y, tn)dA 
 h2

4

[
un

i, j +un
i+1, j +un

i, j+1 +un
i+1, j+1

+1

4
(ulim

i, j;x +ulim
i, j;y −ulim

i+1, j;x +ulim
i+1, j;y

+ulim
i, j+1;x −ulim

i, j+1;y −ulim
i+1, j+1;x −ulim

i+1, j+1;y)
]

(12)

where ∇ulim = (ulim
x /�x,ulim

y /�y) is a limited numerical gradient. Using (12) and applying the
midpoint rule for the flux-integral in (10) both in time and space finally leads to

un+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 = 1

4
(un

i+1, j +un
i+1, j+1 +un

i, j+1 +un
i, j+1)

+ 1

16
(ulim

i, j;x −ulim
i+1, j;x )− �t

2h
[ f (un+1/2

i+1, j )− f (un+1/2
i, j )]
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+ 1

16
(ulim

i, j+1;x −ulim
i+1, j+1;x )− �t

2h
[ f (un+1/2

i+1, j+1)− f (un+1/2
i, j+1 )]

+ 1

16
(ulim

i, j;y −ulim
i, j+1;x )− �t

2h
[g(un+1/2

i, j+1 )−g(un+1/2
i, j )]

+ 1

16
(ulim

i+1, j;y −ulim
i+1, j+1;x )− �t

2h
[g(un+1/2

i+1, j+1)−g(un+1/2
i+1, j )] (13)

where, as before, ulim is obtained using van Leer’s limiter. We use a first-order Euler discretization
to approximate the values of u at the intermediate time tn+1/2 which will ensure second-order
accuracy in time.

We finally mention that the time step �t is dynamically calculated at the beginning of each
iteration under the CFL stability condition (14) using the eigenvalues �i and �i of the Jacobian
matrices � f /�u and �g/�u, respectively, as follows:

�t = CFL

(maxi |�i |/�x)+(maxi |�i |/�y)
(14)

with 0<CFL�0.5. The calculation we present in this paper is obtained with the CFL stability
condition value CFL=0.485.

4. CT FOR CENTRAL SCHEMES

The fact that magnetic monopoles have never been observed (we may even say do not exit)
corresponds, in electromagnetic theory, to a constraint on the magnetic field vector B, which
must be solenoidal, and thus satisfy Maxwell’s equation ∇ ·B=0. A non-solenoidal magnetic field
(in the numerical solution) usually leads to instabilities, non-physical waves, and the production
of negative pressure and density in the case of ideal MHD. Several methods have already been
proposed in the literature to ensure that the numerical solution satisfies the physical constraint:
The projection method of Brackbill and Barnes [7], the 8-wave formulation of Powell [9], and the
CT method of Evans and Hawley [12]; see [17] for a survey of these methods.

In its original version, the CT approach was presented for finite differences schemes; using
linear interpolations, it guarantees a divergence-free, staggered magnetic field when the induction
equation �t B+∇×E=0 is discretized in a ‘symmetric way’. In two space dimensions, the x- and
y-components (bx and by) of the staggered magnetic field are located at the points (xi+1/2, y j ) and
(xi , y j+1/2), respectively (while the numerical solution obtained using the base scheme is given at
the points (xi , y j )).

The CT approach was later combined with Godunov-type schemes by Dai and Woodward [13].
Tóth [17] showed that there is no need to use a staggered magnetic field, usually located at the
cell interfaces, and presented a new version of the CT approach using central differences. Since
the numerical scheme we use involves an original and a dual-staggered grid, the CT approach, in
its original or later versions, cannot be applied directly.

4.1. A new CTCS for Cartesian-staggered cell central schemes

Here we propose a new CT approach for Cartesian dual cell central schemes. The method does
not require any additional staggering of the electric field; it deals directly with the conservative
variables obtained using the base scheme. We suppose that the solution at time tn is given on the
original Cartesian cells and satisfies the divergence-free constraint, that is:

0=∇ ·Bn
i j 


Bn
i+1, j;x − Bn

i−1, j;x
2�x

+
Bn

i, j+1;y − Bn
i, j−1;y

2�y
(15)

Performing a first time step, we compute the solution un+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 on the staggered cells at time

tn+1. Let B∗ denote the magnetic field in the numerical solution un+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 obtained using the
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Figure 4. We use the numerical data computed on the staggered Cartesian cell (at time
tn+1) and those on the four adjacent original cells (at time tn) to approximate the

value of the z-component � of the electric field at time tn+1/2.

base scheme. We first compute the z-component � (�=E ·−→k ,
−→
k = (0,0,1)) of the electric field

on the dual cells, at time tn+1/2 (in order to preserve the second-order time accuracy of the base
scheme); we use the following approximation (Figure 4):

En+1/2
i+1/2, j+1/2 = −(v×B)n+1/2

i+1/2, j+1/2 
−1

2

[
(vn+1 ×B∗)i+1/2, j+1/2

+
(v×B)n

i, j +(v×B)n
i+1, j +(v×B)n

i+1, j+1+(v×B)n
i, j+1

4

]
(16)

Next we discretize the induction equation

�t B+∇×E=0 (17)

on the staggered grid using central differences and update the magnetic field components in the
following way:

Bn+1
i+1/2, j+1/2;x =

Bn
i, j;x + Bn

i+1, j;x + Bn
i+1, j+1;x + Bn

i, j+1;x
4

−�t
�n+1/2

i+1/2, j+3/2−�n+1/2
i+1/2, j−1/2

2�y
(18)

Bn+1
i+1/2, j+1/2;y =

Bn
i, j;y + Bn

i+1, j;y + Bn
i+1, j+1;y + Bn

i, j+1;y

4

+�t
�n+1/2

i+3/2, j+1/2−�n+1/2
i−1/2, j+1/2

2�x
(19)

The z-component of the magnetic field is kept unchanged since, in two space dimensions, it does not
contribute to the divergence of B. To complete the presentation of our CTCS method for Cartesian
dual cell schemes, we still need to prove that the CTCS-updated magnetic field (obtained using
Equations (18) and (19)) is solenoidal, i.e. the central difference discretization of the divergence
operator satisfies the following equation to the accuracy of round-off errors (Figure 5):

∇ ·Bn+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 


Bn+1
i+3/2, j+1/2;x − Bn+1

i−1/2, j+1/2;x
2�x

+
Bn+1

i+1/2, j+3/2;y − Bn+1
i+1/2, j−1/2;y

2�y
=0 (20)
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Figure 5. The cells used in the computation of ∇ ·Bn+1
i+1/2, j+1/2.

We explicitly compute each term of the right-hand side of Equation (20) using Equations
(18) and (19)

Bn+1
i+3/2, j+1/2;x =

Bn
i+1, j;x + Bn

i+2, j;x + Bn
i+1, j+1;x + Bn

i+2, j+1;x
4

−�t
�n+1/2

i+3/2, j+3/2−�n+1/2
i+3/2, j−1/2

2�y
(21)

Bn+1
i−1/2, j+1/2;x =

Bn
i−1, j;x + Bn

i, j;x + Bn
i−1, j+1;x + Bn

i, j+1;x
4

−�t
�n+1/2

i−1/2, j+3/2−�n+1/2
i−1/2, j−1/2

2�y

Bn+1
i+1/2, j+3/2;y =

Bn
i, j+1;y + Bn

i+1, j+1;y + Bn
i, j+2;y + Bn

i+1, j+2;y

4

+�t
�n+1/2

i+3/2, j+3/2−�n+1/2
i−1/2, j+3/2

2�x

Bn+1
i+1/2, j−1/2;y =

Bn
i, j−1;y + Bn

i+1, j−1;y + Bn
i, j;y + Bn

i+1, j;y

4

+�t
�n+1/2

i+3/2, j−1/2−�n+1/2
i−1/2, j−1/2

2�x
(22)

On substituting Equations (21)–(22) into Equation (20), the electric field components will cancel
out; due to the particular discretization of the induction equation, the magnetic field components
at time tn in Equation (20) can be arranged together to obtain the following equation:

∇ ·Bn+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 = 1

4 (∇ ·Bn
i, j +∇ ·Bn

i+1, j +∇ ·Bn
i+1, j+1+∇ ·Bn

i, j+1). (23)

The right-hand side of Equation (23) vanishes if, at the previous time, the magnetic field was
solenoidal (∇ ·Bn =0). The CTCS-updated magnetic field therefore satisfies the physical constraint
∇ ·Bn+1 =0.
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5. A CTCS APPROACH FOR SMHD

As is the case for the magnetic field B in the ideal MHD equations, the magnetic flux hB in
the analytical solution of the SMHD equations remains solenoidal for t>0 provided that hB is
solenoidal in the initial condition; however, the numerical solution usually fails to satisfy this
constraint. The CTCS treatment of the magnetic flux is similar to the one we previously introduced
for the MHD equations, and can be summarized as follows:

Starting with the magnetic flux hB in the updated numerical solution un+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 we use a

symmetric discretization of the induction equation for the magnetic flux

�
�t

(
hB1

hB2

)
− �

�x

(
0

�

)
+ �

�y

(
�

0

)
=0

where �=−u1hB2 +u2hB1 is the z-component of the electric field. (Here we assume that ∇ ·
(hB)n

ij =0.)

First, we compute the z-component � of the electric field at time tn+1/2 (to maintain second-order
accuracy in time):

�n+1/2
i+1/2, j+1/2 = 1

2

[
�n+1

i+1/2, j+1/2+ �n
i, j +�n

i+1, j +�n
i+1, j+1 +�n

i, j+1

4

]
(24)

Next, we discretize the magnetic flux induction equation using central differences and update the
magnetic flux as follows:

(hB1)n+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 =

(hB1)n
i, j +(hB1)n

i+1, j +(hB1)n
i+1, j+1 +(hB1)n

i, j+1

4

−�t
�n+1/2

i+1/2, j+3/2−�n+1/2
i+1/2, j−1/2

2�y
(25)

(hB2)n+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 =

(hB2)n
i, j +(hB2)n

i+1, j +(hB2)n
i+1, j+1 +(hB2)n

i, j+1

4

+�t
�n+1/2

i+3/2, j+1/2−�n+1/2
i−1/2, j+1/2

2�x
(26)

We can prove that with this discretization of the induction equation, the magnetic flux is divergence-
free:

∇ ·(hB)n+1
i+1/2, j+1/2 = 1

4 [∇ ·(hB)n
i, j +∇ ·(hB)n

i+1, j

+∇ ·(hB)n
i+1, j+1+∇ ·(hB)n

i, j+1]≡0

We finally mention that the CTCS method developed here still applies in the case of SMHD
problems with variable bottom topography. In fact the discretization of the non-zero source term
will affect only the components of the momentum (hu) and not those of the magnetic flux (hB),
and thus the CTCS can be applied to correct the magnetic flux components at each iteration after
the numerical solution of the variable bottom topography SMHD system is updated using, for
example, a well-balanced scheme.

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we apply the numerical method we have developed and solve several problems
arising in ideal MHD and SMHD. For some of the experiments we shall present a comparison of
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Figure 6. 2D MHD shock-tube problem.

the results obtained using the purely Cartesian two-dimensional numerical method with those we
have previously obtained using the diamond dual cell scheme presented in [18].

First we consider a two-dimensional adaptation of Brio and Wu’s MHD shock tube problem
involving a compound wave, which consists of a shock wave and, directly attached, a rarefaction
wave [23]. We consider the Riemann problem set along the line x =0 in the computational domain
[−1,1]2, along with the initial data Ul = [1,0,0,0,

√
4�,0,1], Ur= [0.125,0,0,0,−√

4�,0,0.1]
for U = [�,ux ,uy,uz, By, Bz, p] and Bx =0.75

√
4�. The solution is computed at time t =0.25

with a CFL condition of 0.485 on 400×400 gridpoints and using van Leer’s MC-2 limiter. We
compare our numerical results (Figure 6) along the x-axis with the reference solution obtained
for the corresponding one-dimensional problem, using the scheme proposed by Brio and Wu [23]
with 800 gridpoints.

Figure 6 shows a good agreement between our numerical solution (dotted line) and the reference
solution (solid line). We also compare the numerical results obtained using the diamond dual
scheme and the Cartesian dual cell scheme. Figure 7 (left) shows a very good agreement between
both approaches. Figure 7 (right) shows the profile of the magnetic field magnitude at the final
time.

6.1. Shock–cloud interaction

Our next two-dimensional experiment is a shock–cloud interaction problem. We shall consider a
slight modification of the problem initially proposed by Dai and Woodward [24], and use instead
the configuration proposed by Rossmanith [25].

The initial data on the computational domain [0,1]×[0,1] consist of two states Ul and Ur for U =
(�,ux ,uy,uz, p, Bx , By, Bz) across the line x =0.05 with Ul = [3.86859,11.2536,0,0,167.345,0,

2.1826182,−2.1826182] and Ur = [1,0,0,0,1,0,0.56418958,0.56418958]. Centered at the point
(0.25,0.5) of the right state, a cloud of radius r =0.15, 10 times denser than the ambient state,
is in hydrostatic equilibrium with the surrounding plasma. The numerical solution is computed at
time t =0.06 on a 400×400 grid.
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Figure 7. Two plots of the mass density along the line y =0 obtained using Cartesian and diamond dual
cell schemes (left); profile of |B|2 at the final time (right).

Ln(ρ) |B|

Figure 8. Contour lines of Log(�) for the shock–cloud interaction problem on a 4002 grid at time t =0.06
(left), contour lines of the magnitude of the magnetic field (right).

Figure 8 (left) shows the contour lines of the logarithm of the mass density, while Figure 8
(right) shows the magnitude of the magnetic field. Here again, our numerical results are in a very
good agreement with those presented in [25].

Figure 9 (left) shows two plots of the mass density obtained using the Cartesian (400 points,
dashed line) and the diamond (400 points, dotted line) dual cell schemes, respectively, along the
line y =0.5. These plots show a good agreement with the reference solution (solid line) computed
with 1000 points along the line y =0.5. Figure 9 (right) shows the same comparison for the energy.
For this test case, we observe that basically, both versions of the central schemes along with their
corresponding CTCS treatment are equivalent, with a slight advantage for the diamond dual cell
scheme, which presents a better capture of the shocks waves and the contact discontinuities.

We computed the relative error for both Cartesian and diamond dual cell schemes on 4002 and
8002 gridpoints: Figure 10 shows a plot of the relative error along the line y =0.5 where the
relative error takes on its maximum absolute value 0.78% in the case of the diamond dual cells and
0.89% in the case of the Cartesian dual cells. If one does not apply the CTCS divergence treatment,
both numerical schemes, in contrast with several other numerical methods, can still reach the final
time without showing instabilities and produce reasonable results as shown in Figure 11, where
we compare the profile of the mass density (left) and |B| (right) obtained with and without the
help of the CTCS procedure; the solid line and the dotted line correspond to the solution obtained
using the base scheme with and without divergence treatment, respectively.
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Cartesian scheme. (a) Mass density along the axis y =0.5 and (b) energy along the axis y =0.5.
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Figure 10. Plot along the line y =0.5 of the relative error of both numerical schemes
obtained using 4002 and 8002 gridpoints.

6.2. Orszag–Tang vortex problem

For our final MHD experiment, we consider the Orszag–Tang MHD turbulence problem that
describes the evolution of a compressible vortex system, which is a complex phenomenon involving
the interactions between several shock waves generated during the evolution of the vortex system
and traveling at different propagation speeds. The initial conditions for our example are: �(x, y)=
�0, p(x, y)= p0, u(x, y)=−sin yi+sin xj, B(x, y)=−sin yi+sin(2x)j, with 0�x, y�2�, �0 = 25

36
and p0 = 5

3 . i and j are unit vectors in the x- and y- directions. The numerical solution is computed
on a 400×400 grid using the Cartesian dual cell scheme along with its corresponding CTCS
divergence treatment. Figure 12 shows the mass density (left) and pressure (right) contours, respec-
tively, at time t =0.5. Figure 13 shows the mass density contours, at time t =2 (left) and t =�
(right), respectively. The agreement between our results (Figures 12 and 13) and those obtained by
Balbas et al. [8], who used a central scheme similar to that considered in this paper and applied
Brackbill and Barnes’ projection method [7] to enforce the magnetic field constraint, is excellent.
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Figure 11. Top: solution of the shock cloud interaction problem when one does not apply the CTCS
procedure (100 points in ‘o’ along the x-axis); the solid line corresponds to the numerical solution obtained
with the aid of the CTCS divergence procedure on a 200×200 grid. Bottom: 3D plot of the magnitude

of div B without (left) and with (right) CTCS treatment.
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Figure 12. The mass density contour lines (left) and the pressure contours (right) for the two-dimensional
Orszag–Tang MHD turbulence problem at time t =0.5.

The divergence values of the magnetic field on the computational domain remain in the order of
10e−14 throughout the calculations.

6.3. SMHD Riemann problem

For our first numerical SMHD experiment, we consider the classical SMHD Riemann problem as
considered in [25]. The initial conditions at time t =0 consist of a shock along the line x =0 of
the domain [−1,1]2, where two constant states are defined as follows:

x<0:h =1, u =0, v=0, B1 =1, B2 =0,

x>0:h =2, u =0, v=0, B1 =0.5, B2 =1.
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Figure 14. SMHD Riemann problem. Plot along the x-axis of the height (left) and the x-velocity (right)
obtained using 6002 gridpoints (solid line) and 1002 gridpoints (dotted).

The gravitational constant is g =1. We have calculated the numerical solution at time t =0.4 s
using 1002 and 6002 gridpoints with a CFL number equal to 0.485. We have used van Leer’s
MC−(�=1.5) limiter to prevent oscillations. The CTCS procedure is applied to ensure a solenoidal
magnetic field. Figure 14 shows a plot along the x-axis of the water height and the x-velocity
at the final time computed with 100 x-gridpoints. The reference solution is obtained with 600
x-gridpoints. Figure 15 is similar to Figure 14, but it shows the x and y-components of the magnetic
field. The numerical results compare very well with those presented in [25, 26].

We have calculated, for this testcase, the relative error of the numerical solution obtained on
2002 and 4002 gridpoints using both numerical base schemes and their corresponding magnetic flux
CTCS treatment approaches. Figure 16 shows a plot of the relative error along the interval [−1,1]
of the x-axis: The dashed curve describes the relative error of the numerical solution obtained using
the diamond dual cells scheme and remains absolutely below the 0.05% threshold, while the dotted
line denotes the relative error obtained using the Cartesian dual cells and it remains absolutely
below the 0.07%. Figures 10 and 16 show that both numerical base schemes are somehow very
equivalent, with a slight advantage to the diamond dual cells scheme.
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6.4. Two-dimensional rotor SMHD problem

Now we consider the MHD rotor problem [17, 25] adapted to the SMHD equations as presented
in [26]. The computational domain is the square [−1,1]2. The initial conditions for this problem
are given as follows. {

[h,u,v, B1, B2]= [10,−x2, x1,0.1,0] if ‖x‖<0.1

[h,u,v, B1, B2]= [1,0,0,1,0] if ‖x‖>0.1

The numerical solution is calculated at the final time t =0.2s, with a CFL number of 0.485. Van
Leer’s MC−(�=1.5) limiter is used to prevent oscillations and the CTCS procedure is applied to
ensure a divergence-free magnetic flux.

Figure 17 (left) shows the contour lines of the water height propagating outward radially, and
Figure 17 (right) shows the momentum hu contour lines obtained at the final time on a 2002

gridpoints.
Figure 18 shows a plot along the x-direction of ∇ ·(hB) obtained with (left) and without (right)

application of the CTCS magnetic flux treatment. As is seen in Figure 18 (left) the physical
constraint is very well satisfied when the CTCS procedure is applied; however if we do not apply
the CTCS approach, the numerical base scheme can still produce reasonable results (Figures 18
and 19 (right)). Figures 19 and 20 show the contour lines of the magnetic flux components hB1
and hB2 obtained at the final time with (left) and without (right) CTCS magnetic flux treatment.
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Figure 17. (Left) Contour lines of the height h for the SMHD rotor problem at time t =0.2. (Right)
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CTCS-treatment, on 200×200 gridpoints.

In fact, for this experiment the solution obtained without CTCS treatment is almost identical to the
solution obtained with the aid of the CTCS procedure. Figures 19 and 20 show that the solution
obtained without CTCS treatment is slightly more diffusive than the CTCS-treated solution. The
maximum absolute value of ∇ ·hB observed for this experiment when the CTCS treatment is not
applied is 5.8×10−2 while when the CTCS is applied the maximum absolute divergence value of
the magnetic flux is 5.8×10−14.

Figure 21 shows a plot (200 gridpoints) along the x-axis of the water height h (left) and the
x-component of the magnetic flux hB1 (right) obtained using the minmod (dotted line) and the
MC-�=1.5 (dashed line) limiters; the reference solution is obtained with MC-�=1.5 on 4002

gridpoints. Both limiters yield comparable results; the solution obtained using the MC-�=1.5
limiter is less diffusive than that obtained using the minmod limiter.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have applied a two-dimensional central finite volume method and solved
ideal magnetohydrodynamic problems and shallow water magnetohydrodynamic problems.
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Figure 19. Contour lines of the x-component of the magnetic flux hB1 obtained with (left) and without
(right) divergence CTCS treatment.
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Figure 20. Contour lines of the y-component of the magnetic flux hB2 obtained with (left) and without
(right) CTCS divergence treatment.

The numerical base scheme involves Cartesian cells for both the original and staggered grids, to
by-pass the resolution of the Riemann problems at the cell interfaces. To enforce a divergence-free
magnetic field/flux, we introduced a new constrained transport-type approach for central schemes
(CTCS) that fits the numerical base scheme. Our CTCS method conserves the accuracy of the base
scheme since both the temporal and the spatial integration of the induction equation are approx-
imated using second-order quadrature rules. We have solved several classical two-dimensional
ideal MHD/SMHD problems and compared our results with those we obtain when we apply
the numerical method previously introduced in [18], where the dual cells are diamond shaped.
Results obtained using both CTCS methods compare very well with one another and are in a
very good agreement with the corresponding results in the literature, thus confirming the potential
and efficiency of our methods. The maximum absolute values of the divergence of the magnetic
field in the numerical solution observed for the problems considered in this paper are within the
10−11–10−14 range.

Both numerical schemes (the diamond and the Cartesian dual cell schemes) are numerically
equivalent; however the numerical method presented in this paper along with its corresponding
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Figure 21. Plot along the x-axis (200 gridpoints) of the water height (left) and the x-component of the
magnetic flux (right) obtained using the MC-� limiter (dashed line) and the Minmod limiter (dotted curve).

The reference solution (solid line).

CTCS procedure is simpler and easier to implement than the method presented in [18]; furthermore,
the present numerical approach for solving ideal MHD problems saves about 25–30% of the
computing time as compared with the diamond dual cell scheme and still achieves very competitive
results with a very good agreement with those obtained using the diamond dual cell method, and
with existing results in the literature. The proposed scheme is second-order accurate both in space
and time thanks to piecewise linear interpolants and temporal quadrature rules of order two. As
is well known (for central schemes), one should consider several choices of limiters for a given
problem. Van Leer’s MC-� limiter usually leads to good results. For the numerical experiments we
considered in this paper, we observed that the value �=2 leads to good results with an excellent
capture of discontinuities, while the results obtained using the MinMod limiter are less satisfactory.
Finally, we have observed that the CTCS procedure is absolutely necessary to enforce the solenoidal
magnetic field/flux; however if the CTCS procedure is not applied the numerical base scheme
can still generate reasonable results and the divergence of the non-solenoidal magnetic field/flux
remains bounded and takes on absolute values ranging between 10−2 and 25.
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